**Sennett Middle School Supply List**

**2018-2019**

*Note: We are moving to using 1 big binder for all core and encore classes. NO folders or spiral notebooks are needed.*

### Core Classes

Please label these items with first & last name.

**All need***

*If you are in 7th or 8th grade AVID you will receive these items from your child’s AVID teacher.

- Scientific Calculator
- Pencils - many to use throughout the year
- Earbuds/headphones
- Pens-blue, red & black
- Paper-2 packs of heavy duty loose leaf
- Highlighters-multicolor pack
- Colored pencils/Markers
- Composition notebooks-2 (Mead is preferred)
- Binder: 1 large 3 inch 3 ring per semester
- Dividers 1 set of 10 (plastic with reinforced holes is best)

**Optional Items:**
- glue sticks, ruler (both metric and standard units), small pencil sharpener, pencil pouch that fits in binder, note cards 4X6 or larger, scissors, USB mouse (if your student prefers this for their chromebook)

**Shared items (do not label)**
- Kleenex-3 boxes

### Encore Classes – All Students

Please label these items with first & last name:

**Physical Education:**
- tennis shoes (no slip-ons)
- shorts or warm-up pants
- t-shirts
- socks
- sweatshirt or light jacket for cooler weather

**NOTE: We will supply gym locks**

**Art**
- 8 ½ by 11 spiral bound unlined sketchbook

**Computers**
- Eighth grade-4gb flash drive
- Sixth grade-1 folder to keep in class

### Encore Classes – Only those registered for the class

Please label these items with first & last name:

**Band**
- Beginning: Standard of Excellence Book 1 (purchase new or borrow one from us)
- Intermediate: Standard of Excellence Book 2 (purchase new or borrow one from us)
- Appropriate instrument supplies (i.e. reeds, sticks, valve oil)

**OPTIONAL: Korg Chromatic Tuner CA-301**

**Strings**
- Rosin
- OPTIONAL: set of strings (if you own your own instrument - recommend d'Addario Preludes)
- OPTIONAL: Korg Chromatic Tuner CA-30